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Qualified and healthy lifestyle consists of extensive

circumstances and stresses in early childhood stages

broad dimensions of physical health, resistance against

play an undeniable role in the formation of cognitive

diseases, fast recovery following disease, better social

and cerebral development (2,3).

communications, flexibility in facing social problems,

Experimental evidence has depicted the role of social

better education, better interactions, stress management,

stresses through various effects on different glucocorticoid

transcendental individual and social behavior, as well as

and mineralocorticoid receptors in different brain areas (2).

morality. A variety of the contemporary academic studies

These different effects are followed by varying levels of

and scientific findings secure emphases on the effects of

post-stress cerebral inflammation, which leads to disorders

environmental conditions and social policies on community

in the functions of cerebral-psychic-behavioral operation

mental function and cognitive proficiency related processes

mechanisms of stress in the brain (4).

in healthy lifestyle formation. Environmental conditions

Our experimental animal studies have shown lipofuscin

and social status have been infered to have roles in mental

accumulation in heart following induced stress by exposure

and neural development both via effects on access to

to social inequalities (5). Appearance of this predisposing

social services and by means of the effectiveness of social

pigment to premature aging, which could accelerate

stress, inequalities and discrimination, deprivations, etc.

chronic heart failure in animals exposed to social stress,

on physical and mental-cognitive functions. The effect

was confirmed by electron microscopy images (6). The

of environmental factors can extend to various neuronal

results obtained in our studies also demonstrated the impact

transmissions beyond genetic features. Brain areas

of social stress on memory decline (7), acute and chronic

involved in reasoning and problem-solving skill may

pain (8), anxiety (9), cardiac hemodynamic (3), liver

directly be influenced by socio-economic circumstances.

disorders (10), cellular apoptosis (11), processes elicited

The role of early childhood stages in this development is

by oxidative stress (12), proinflammatory mediators, and

well established. There is clear evidence that exposure of

cytokine levels. Also, our results have shown development

children to cold winters in England led to social disorder in

of the various levels of glucocorticoid hormones following

their adulthood (1).

exposure to a range of the social stress.

As indicated in Marmot Review, psycho-social

Social stress induces cortisol escape. This phenomenon
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leads to long-term effects of the hypercorticoidism through
simultaneous rise in cortisol together with increase in
Corticotropin-Releasing Hormone and Adrenocorticotropic
Hormone levels, Increased blood sugar and susceptibility
to diabetes mellitus, increased cholesterol level, and
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